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WE GET RETAIL

SHOPPING FOR IT EXPERTISE?
From e-commerce apps to experiential displays, the retail
industry is in a period of transformation that shows no signs
of stopping. The winners will be those who adapt – prioritising
the needs of their customers, innovating to stay ahead of their
competitors and seeking out operational efficiency gains.
CDW works with businesses across the full spectrum of retail,
empowering them with the tools they need to succeed in this
shifting landscape.
From the frontline store experience that greets customers
to the data centre technology that drives resilient, reliable
and responsive online shopping activity, CDW provides
end-to-end solutions in retail. As a trusted partner we
work alongside you, bringing together solutions expertise,
a Retail Partner Community and advanced capabilities in
project management, logistics, support services and
flexible financial packages.

70%

of consumers use multiple
channels to shopi HBR

Customers will pay
more for a great
experienceii PwC

16%

Two thirds of e-commerce
payments will be made on
mobile by 2020iii PayPal

Digital solutions
Bringing together the right PoS, kiosk,
self-service, RFID and sensor technologies
can enhance convenience, experience and
efficiency for customers, as well as improving
data management strategy for retailers.

Multi-channel integration
Mobile devices and PoS bridge the gap
between online and in-store shopping, giving
customers a seamless checkout process and
streamlining inventory management across
the supply chain.

Retail analytics
By turning collected data into actionable
intelligence, we’ll help you create a personalised
shopping experience to increase revenue,
develop customer loyalty and build an
effective multichannel operation.

Risk reduction
Cyber attacks, data hacking and privacy
threats can be mitigated with our complete
IT security services, including network
segmentation, endpoint protection
and malware detection.

Visual appeal
With our integration skills digital signage and
kiosks not only attract attention but also help
retailers collect data and react in real time,
enabling flexible updates to messaging.

Flexible infrastructure
Cloud technology is the key enabler of digital
transformation. We’ll help you bypass the
complexity to build agile, cost-effective
and scalable infrastructure you can rely on.

Why CDW?
360 DEGREES OF EXPERTISE
Our highly accredited teams work sideby-side with our Retail Partner Community
covering everything from project planning
to technical support.
GLOBAL SCALE
An international footprint serving 150 countries
around the world from a central account team.
PROCUREMENT FRIENDLY
Procurement processes are simplified by
our award-winning supply chain management
portal, ServiceTrack.
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
Delivery to 98% of UK within 4.5 hours via
120,000sqft facility, shipping over 3m items
each year.
CONFIGURATION CENTRE
Over 750 workstations in a 20,000sqft facility
staffed by 40+ technicians offering consultancy,
rack building and device imaging.
RETAIL PARTNER COMMUNITY
Opening doors to CDW’s network of best-ofbreed vendors, developers and solution partners.
ROBUST INFRASTRUCTURE
3 UK data centres offering co-located,
fully managed and hybrid services.
ROUND-THE-CLOCK SUPPORT
24/7 multilingual ServiceDesk support staffed
by over 350 professionals, with over 100 field
engineers and a Service Operations Centre.
TRUSTED BY THE BEST
250,000 global clients, representing 30%
of FTSE 100.
SUPPORT SERVICES
For every stage, including enterprise solution
design, managed services, integrated planning,
consultancy and device management.
DEPENDABLE ENGINEERING
Break-fix solutions via over 100 field service
and on-site engineers, contactable through
a single helpdesk.

RATED BY RETAILERS

ENHANCING THE IN-STORE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

“

We didn’t previously have visibility of what was being
purchased. CDW created a rapid process that has streamlined
the way in which we purchase and deploy iPads.

”

The Estee Lauder Companies EMEA

DELIVERING INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR A BESPOKE EXPERIENCE

“

CDW provided our business with a solution which is scalable,
cost-effective and most importantly, enabling information to
empower our business.
Pizza Express UAE

”

CONSOLIDATING PLATFORMS FOR £2 MILLION COST AVOIDANCE

“

I would strongly recommend CDW as a trusted IT partner
that will work with a customer to find the best solution
for their business needs. Their expertise, professionalism
and support are excellent.
The Midcounties Co-Operative

RetailSales@uk.cdw.com | 0207 791 6000 | uk.cdw.com
i https://hbr.org/2017/01/a-study-of-46000-shoppers-shows-that-omnichannel-retailing-works
ii https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/library/consumer-intelligence-series/future-of-customer-experience.html
iii https://www.paypal.com/stories/uk/paypal-launches-the-mobile-mandate-with-google-and-occ
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